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Since we don't want this going around in circles for weeks I nominate myself as 'coach' (but am
happy to retire if anyone objects).

Right, let's call the roll...
Dark Knight
Batmic
Bikerbot
Bad Dog (time permitting)
Matrixblur
Flux
Divine Monkey
Grimey
Brick
Aharmona (time permitting)
Winterhawk (if he comes back in time)
and Furious Max 

So step 1 is anyone else want to sign up do so quick!  Anyone want to pull out then speak up, this
could get ugly and we don't want any cry babies in the war zone!

Step 2 is we need an ambassador to C2F, preferably someone who already posts there and can
communicate with them on our behalf.

Step 3 is what kind of competition?  (let's imagine we have 10 artists from each website)
"Head to Head"  The first idea that comes to mind is we choose 10 base pics and an artist from each
site manips each pic or character and everyone votes for their favourites.

"Tag Team"  This idea is much like the first but 2 artists from each site tackle 2 character base pics.

"United We Stand"  This would be a 'friendly game'.  For this approach each artist from Heromorph
teams up with an artist from C2F and the voting is simply for the best pics.

Pics could be posted at both sites but it would seem the voting would be best done here as the pics
can be posted in larger sizes and the voting more easily done.

How's that sound?  Let's see if we can get those first three steps decided before next week.  What
kind of competition does everyone want?  Speak up boy!

Max - "Everyone fights, no one quits"
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